
Finding Mememo
fragments sketched by Hy “Meme” Grader
and reconstructed by James “Jym” Hugunin

1
He’s no gumshoe, as in the American pulps, but he believes he’ll know
if he is being followed. For now he feels all right. Besides, he suspects
the next attempt on his life will come in the dead of night . . .

Alive in a room with my lost muscular license of youth, on my way to
becoming an intransitive verb — prefigured by my avatar in the video game
Passage being suddenly replaced by the iconic tombstone — recovering from a
microquake of a sour minute in a difficult afternoon. I put down Holmes
Entangled by Gordon McAlpine, put on Bill Evans’ CD Conversations with Myself
(myself, blood and breath, an inner island I spend my time reconnoitering and
fortifying). Blood and breath give — when one or both begin to go south — this
old bone-clock a taste of death. What death really says is: THINK. I think what?
Therefore, I am, what? Factor in I believe the cosmic Control Room’s run by
robotic rabbits moving to canned laughter using code that is ideology. I feel
increasingly algorithmic, ephemeral, and narcissistic. We need a Universal Center
for the Salvage of Imagination in Imminent Danger of Destruction (UCSIIDD),
unless you want to be buried alive in a Neo-con escape coffin. Do you want an
unending series of “peak experiences”, escaping the consequences of living in
time, of being over-controlled, by just date-raping life? So, what? You join
UNICEF, fight famine? Join the Communist Party, fight Capitalism. Yet, as one
wit put it, “If you’re part of the solution, you’re part of the problem.” So do you
sign up for eschatological disappointment counseling? Or what? Just wish gone?

Disappointment, nerve squalls, started early for me. As a child I could
never be contented in a place unless I knew the names of the
places surrounding that place. Nocturnal enuresis [ed., bed-
wetting] up to age five labeled me odd. By my early twenties,
I knew life was no featherbed for the repose of sluggards. How
the world was managed and why it was created my teen-self
could not tell. In high school, I decided to combine passion and
scholarship — aut vincere aut mori became my motto —
hoping they’d enhance each other’s effects. “Win or Die,” that
motto was inscribed on the front of my school notebook. But
classmates had the feeling I was too much for them — a
creature from another planet or the “debths” of the seas — so
I learned to scale myself down to their size to be approach-
able. Looking back, I think this desire to both learn and to

Hy’s parents (1965) a
family snapshot, tool
of repressive normalcy
and cultural myth
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discount it was my reaction to my father’s dour Church dogma. I later under-
stood it was a steadying balance for his careening moods, a quest for a world
without too many differences, a world that was no laughing matter (there aren’t
any frescoes or paintings of a laughing Christ). I later learned in a college Art
and Humor class that “a totalitarian state is a state of canned laughter” — life as
a perpetual TV sit-com — which we are now asymptotically approaching.

Me? “Mememo.” Or simply “Meme.” The truth
that interested me mo’ was (still is) problematical,
partial, modest, still breathing. My sense of aesthetics?
The eye sees and absorbs; the mind sees and absorbs;
the heart sees and knows a quickening. I, thanks to
hours of thought in photo-booths, wanted (still do) to
rhyme ecstacy and laughter with justice. Can a man
hide fire in his bosom, and his garments not burn? Seen
from my senior-citizen point of view, the difference
between father and me was that between a diagnostic
manual and a novel. To survive with him, I developed a
glib tongue schooled in dissembling and revenge: Oh,
someone besides me will rue this particular day.

In my college schooling, I psychologically sat
apart, applying my will to something else, the lecture
subject suggesting tangentially connected thoughts and
blurry snapshot memories, so I was often in the subject
and out of it, weaving new associations of data, creating
my own memes. Ideas sizzling in my brainpan occurred
more frequently when the professor talked out of habit,
like a ship continuing to glide through the water after
the engines had been switched off. I continued this
exercise outside the classroom by doing ancillary read-
ings that wove in and out of the assigned reading topics.
Art history mixed up with literature; philosophy mixed
with linguistics; mystery novels with sci-fi. Lecture
material and self-exploration, high culture and pop, all
walked hand-in-hand through the ivy halls.

If, in my youth, I had a problem, it was a “pro-
blem of the will”: a recurring temptation to apply my will
to those portions of life that not only will not comply,

but that will become distorted under such coercion. For instance, I could will
knowledge, but not wisdom; going to bed, but not sleeping. It took me decades
to achieve a good dollop of wisdom, I still have trouble sleeping. Many a night

Hy’s hand print (1952)

Lock of Hy’s hair (16 months)
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tiredness lays like a membrane over my eyes, but my mind still cranks on,
retrieving conjectures about my past, promises of the future, that I’m mostly
water, like the earth — a 3 a.m. self-psychoanalysis difficult to terminate.

Writing about what goes through my mind on restless nights might help.
But if I now write with a backward glance at my life (assisted by our family photo
album), it will be a book by a perfectionist, in praise of mistakes — liking
praising the productive mistakes in ghostly traces called family snapshots. A
tactile, concrete materiality (often supplemented in “baby books” with other
indexical traces like snipped hair and handprints) with no faking, no theory, only
simplicity and directness capturing moments of life. A frozen memory of de-
lighted in days. A good version of the past with its grain of poignancy and
promise. No one ever takes a photo of something they want to forget. Like in
Ridley Scott’s 1982 sci-fi film Blade Runner, snapshots are key to our sense of
personal history — real or imagined. Snaps hold significant existential weight.
They can be a way of “resolving Death,” says Roland Barthes, musing over a
snapshot of his recently deceased mother as a child, the now-famous “Winter
Garden Photograph” not pictured in his seminal text Camera Lucida.

As photo-historian Catherine Zu-
romskis elaborates in her insightful book
Snapshot Photography: The Lives of
Images, “It is only through the vacillation
between the presence of what is and was
there, and the absence of what is vanished
or unattainable, that the snapshot truly
engages its viewer’s subjective, emotional
response.” But those snaps are made (un-
consciously) within a set of preformed
public conventions. Snapshots, no matter
how “personal,” are actually “re-enact-
ments” of the visual rhetoric of mass cul-
ture.

A fact that inspired not only such
artists as Andy Warhol, but also an aca-
demic (to protect the innocent, I will only
identify him as “Jym”) I met a number of
years ago. He’s a bit into himself, brags
like his every word’s wearing sunglasses.
But, over time, he’s endeared himself to
me. I think I will let him use my most inti-
mate moniker, “Meme”.Jym’s conceptual artwork (1974)
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In Jym’s artwork, he often takes to brushing the snapshot genre against
the grain. Collects snaps as a vernacular art form. Screws around with some of
them. Plays with photo-booth images, and so forth. When I showed him a family
snap of my younger cousin, his chubby baby face laughingly washed out from
the proximity of the flash, he jumped up and down in his seat exclaiming:
“That’s it! The image’s punctum [pointing to my cuz’s erased features]. The
studium is, as Barthes defines it, the birthday celebration.” 1

Since he knew my interest in snaps, he recently gifted me with an old
artwork of his, a riff on photo-booth flicks. The title, Mystery, is telling, for this
friend of mine shares with me passion for PBS’s TV series “Mystery” and for
anything Sherlockian. As he already has every Doyle-authored Holmes mystery
as well as many re-enactments of same by literary pasticheurs, I plan on re-
turning the favor with a book on photography and chance inscribed for his next
birthday. If I live that long; I’m aging at the rate of a short-lived TV sitcom.

We’re obsessive readers, and not just of
mysteries; we’re academics. Perusing my baby
book, in preparation for writing this book, I was
delighted to find my mother had pasted in a
Reading Award I’d gotten from the Sisters who
taught me in Catholic school (and no they didn’t
abuse me with rulers, just rules).

Jym, at 64, recently had to undergo sur-
gery and tricky radiation therapy for salivary

gland cancer. Not a nice thing for a “foodie” to have. “Not bootylicious,” as Dal
might put it. But it wasn’t all negative. He told me the period of danger when he
played chess with Death propelled him to assess what is “real,” to find that one
becomes “more real” in confronting adversity.

I told him that wasn’t very Baudrillard-like. In the past, I would’ve been
notably unimpressed by such rhetorical heroism. One can confront danger and
still succumb to sentimentalities about bravery and the ability to face death and
so on. It is used as such by agencies wanting to make war appear heroic. Not
only that. Who wants to return to a world so corrupt? Wants to be celebrated by
despicable people — maybe a Despicable Me? Who wants to be a hero in a world
of assholes? My temper on this existential issue has since mellowed. I now grant
that it is possible for a few seconds to have a state of clearsightedness, where

1. Besides our quest for genuine communication inside bull-shit free zones, both Hy and
I are much taken with the theories of Roland Barthes. According to Barthes, as espoused in Camera
Lucida, the punctum of a photograph is the unconventional in the image, which evades codification,
is often irrational, accidental; something that merits a subjective call; this is contrasted with what
Barthes calls the studium, which is codified, conventional, and relates to culture.
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another world seems to briefly step forward and
show itself, a utopic vision, before reverting to
its old self. Or to have a vision of the average
color of the universe, as chosen by God and later
named by witty NASA scientists as “Cosmic
Latte.”

Jym’s mind is always flying. He has a
sense for the humorous and the absurd, says it’s
the only way to keep the demons of James Ensor
off his back. Once proposed a performance: let
loose a gaggle of Howler monkeys inside the
Bilboa Guggenheim Museum. Likes to tell about
ex-students like J. C. (no relation to the J. C.),
who recently had a baby boy. Settled his family
in Seattle and now does Motion Graphics work.
The only way he could lull his kid to sleep (as
the story goes, the neighborhood throbbed with
amplified crap from multitasking night owls) was
by strapping the kid on his back and riding his
Yamaha Roadliner S in a more suburban spot of

Seattle at roughly the speed of a shopping cart. Jym’s surfed the guy’s Facebook
page and family snaps prove it. He’s getting a sore trigger finger taking snaps
and can’t wait until the child is old enough to take his own selfies.

During the day (when people emerge hawking stuff, “Whatever you want,
it’s free for five dollars”) the kid is transfixed by the Home Shopping Channel,
maybe because it doesn’t have commercials. J.C.’s wife likes it since emerald
solitaires sell for the same price as a jar of cashews from a plush hotel’s minibar
— or so the story goes.

One thing I can personally confirm: that kid’s good at inventing words,
new sounds for new purposes (in his infant world, that is). I know because J. C.
passes them on to Jym, who passes them on to me during our chess matches,
who passes them on to my Authorial Self, who then sometimes slips them into
shard-filled texts, texts which have been panned by one critic as “less readable
than that Raymond Roussel fan Michel Leiris.” Adding: “A grotesque textual
chimera, a griffin-like entity similar to P. T. Barnum’s ‘Fiji Mermaid’: the taxi-
dermied torso of one unfortunate victim grafted onto the legs of another, with
the talons of an emu drafted to serve as arms, and the ears of a fox sewn to the
head of a long-expired chimpanzee.” Of course, that is precisely my intention,
but I call it a “platypus.” Showed the review to Jym at one of our many munch-
a-lunches at the Artist Café.

NASA’s Cosmic Latte color swatch

J. C.’s Yamaha Roadliner S
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In between studied bites from his grilled cheese, Jym’s eyes scanned it;
he smiled and said the review was, from the POV he himself took on my literary
endeavors: “Brilliant. Boy, a false encomium — get it? — he likes you! He’s a
Rousellâtre!”  This was delivered with a food-in-mouth muffle and a sly wink.

Ah, Jym, the only thing not to cheer in him? Hocks a loogie (i.e., spits a
fat throat oyster) on Mich Ave each time he emerged from our lunches. “I also
have sinus trouble, dude, but jeez, swallow or restrain,” I would plead.

“That’s your Cat-Lick upbringing, why you got stomach and sinus shit,”
Jym replied, a book in hand, La Vida es una pesodilla, — its title a pun on
pesadilla (nightmare) and peso (money) — a fake C note bookmark sticking out.

Ichiō may have a phlegmatic disposition — or at least seems to during
meditation, taking in O, giving back CO2 — but he doesn’t have trouble with
phlegm as I do, which gives my voice the tone of Lou Rawls at the bottom of a
well. We two embody the salience of friendship, à la Montaigne: “Because it was
he, because it was I.” We are sim and diff, like flammable and inflammable. We
get tightened anew in the center of words. He challenges me, I challenge him.
We attempt to arise to the occasion, in the process becoming better confrères.

But mention “the government-capitalism-techno mix” and his eyes rage
like a tsunami: “They know what we like, and they know where we live! We leave
tracks of what we have seen, done; they constitute our signatures, our profiles.
Evidence of our personalities flood the data banks. Magazine subscription
agencies, political parties, charities, universities, car dealerships, online travel
sales, and car rentals call us by name more frequently than do the people we see
face to face. There’s no society. When was the last time you called me Ichiō? It’s
always ‘dude’ this and ‘dude’ that.” Maybe he, my beloved shadow, is right. All
I ask is that the powers and forces that be don’t rain on my parade.

Ichiō often overuses clichés, frequently misquoted, belying his goal to
mask his foreign origins: Back to a square one. An arm and a leggo. Beating on
Bush. Close but no Makizushi (a type of rolled sushi). Well . . . does a rice crop
have a school-mistress? Why do men dream trouting there? As a fisherman, that
is my fav. But it isn’t all gaffs, it’s kyōgen, comedic relief, as seen in Noh plays.

Rain on a parade? Its drops’ dot-dashes sent S.O.S nearly every parade
and concert here lately. Rain so thick it seemed like flying through a waterfall,
drops popping on sidewalks like firecrackers. June 2015 in Chicago was the
rainiest June on record. I looked at statistics. By the end of 2013, several new
climate-related records had been set: twelve of the warmest years ever recorded
had occurred between 1988 - 2013; arctic ice was at its smallest measured size;
and no one under the age of twenty-eight had experienced a month of below-
average global temperature. The jet-stream is snaking erratically north and
south, a snake with its tortured head under some giant’s foot.
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So no surprise, thunder outside. Raindrops, as a kid I called them “rain-
drips,” but they often aren’t mere drips anymore, but globs, like what’s outside
splashing on hot pavement. I am inside in a basement studio, room 106, in the
Evelyn Apartments, writing. It’s noon. Time to grab lunch at my local coffee
destination, The Buzz Café. It’s not the Bini-Bon or the Mudd Club, Lower
Eastside eateries in NYC, but it’s nice like a Berkeley coffee shop in the 1960s.
When the thunder ceases, I wrap a blue-and-green paisley bandana on my
cabeza and exit the Evelyn’s decorative entrance. Steam rises from the wet,
black pavement. The deluge has reduced to a drizzle, but I carry a rétro blue Pan
Am umbrella [ed., sells for $150 on eBay] in case the sky does a flashback.

The hot summer air is now deliciously cooled, making mist that falls on
my face warmer than my face. I pop a licorice stick of gum in, chew, and lean
back to enjoy the leaves on the trees quiver at the light touch, the faint, almost
imperceptible drumming of drips ’n drops. Beyond the trees, the sky is grayish-
white, dense clouds that lay like a lid on top, a peek of sun starting to emerge
with raw, clear light. I look down. A speck of dusty dirt on the ground has now
become a smear of mud, has taken on greater weight and solidity.

For a sec I’m four, small hands held out to my sides holding pails of sand.
Everything seems connected, comprehensible. A welcome exit from our post-
modern condition where everything has become intellect. The world looks as
immediate and fresh as a color snapshot by Nan Goldin, whose art is, claims
critic Max Kozloff, “free of her opinions yet embedded in her experience.”

“Man-the-nebula must be made real . . . we live in a purely fabricated
world riff with theoretical prattle,” Ichiō often complains, his Japanese eyes
elliptical strokes of a calligrapher. “There aren’t bodies anymore, but ideas of
bodies.” As I stand here, I think he might be right. Despite our debates over this
issue, Ichiō and I, in our respective mediums, combat fiction with fiction, i.e.,
metafiction.

I saunter down the street in this half-dream state, recalling when the
night’s sky looked like sugar spilled over dark linoleum. Take my usual shortcut
through a church parking lot and approach The Buzz on the corner of Lombard
and Harrison where its preordained I will amp up my caffeinated intelligence and
order my usual tuna melt with side salad, vinaigrette dressing. I am snapped
from infantile moments into full puberty by an attractiveness that dazzles and
wilts me in the space of a glance. She, a girl with curious hair, exits The Buzz as
I enter. A small, edgy, capable of scheming, brunette in costly jeans. We brush
shoulders, misfitting together, neither too close nor too far. Eyes don’t meet,
each stuck on their own fixed focus, like old snapshot cameras. None of that
sweet interaction exchanged between beholder and beheld, but something
passes between us, like a WiFi connecting. Then it’s gone. We are out of the hot
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spot. Her glimpsed face recalls a snapshot portrait Warhol included in his 1979
photobook Exposures, which promises her to be a lion of revelations. Notice her
T-shirt’s back reads in funky font:

At the bottom, in smaller print, it proudly proclaims: Made in the USA. I have
this “thing” for tautologies thanks to a college class in symbolic logic.

As volumes of roasted coffee smells envelope me, further awakening me
to the mundane, a too-cool-to-care Millennial-Gen type sits slumped in a chair
at what I claim as my table. Unneeded sunglasses on, unlit cigarette dangles
from limp fingers, but ready to become a protean too, a magician’s wand, a
conductor’s staff at any moment. Cig in left hand, his right arm relaxes on my
table. He awaits his order with ear buds in, but looks like it’d be alright if his

cheeseburger took three days. But what really
catches my eye besides the fact he’s preempted
my favorite table? He wears an advertising stick-
on he took off the cover of our local news rag
and transferred to his T-shirt boasting: “This
person believes in music education, in music in
our schools.” (I can reprise that.) Probably
teaches music at OPRF high school. His adagio
demeanor likely hides fear of job cuts due to our
Republican governor emasculating arts funding.
When I pass close to him, the blaring lyrics are
legible and familiar:

We are the one
Me and all the brothers
Play the drum, sing the song
   of freedom

The sound of One-Tribe Nation, if my memory serves me correctly. A hot group
that internet ads hype as “an Afro-Latino Funk Rock band that proudly represents
the hidden beauty and multi-dimensional spirit of Los Angeles today.” I plop my
bones down far enough away from this one-man tribe so as to avoid the decibel
leakage and order a Tuna Melt paired with a sugar-free vanilla latte.

Outside the sky weeps again and I mull over the way I’ve weathered life’s
difficulties. A good topic for a book, I think. When my food arrives, the Gen-Why
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guy stands up, flexes his supple body, and my thoughts side-track to a topic Jym
and I often discuss over lunch: our less than flexible bodies, aging. Jym seems
more sanguine about it. Makes jokes. Like Woody Allen. Says that he had
nothing against growing older “since nobody had found a better way of not dying
young.” There’s a shit-load of wisdom packed into that. Jym points to the fact
that when we were kids, getting older was seen as the medium through which
our capacities — walking, talking, writing, and reasoning — would develop and
which we toasted as the fast-track to independence. But now people of my Baby
Boomer generation (we age in concert with our peer group) watch The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button and fantasize reversing time (Einstein claimed it’s
possible). Jym, asks, “Why can’t folks now just age zestfully?” Not a bad motto.
But life itself has long since begun to work its destruction, slowly overburdening
the capacity of cells and their organelles to replicate. I suffer a torn rotator cuff
(a “functional deficit” my doc calls it); makes typing a bitch. I think: If pain is
like music — flats and sharps, andante and furioso — be silent and still, please.

Ichiō — who advises “Take nothing but photographs, leave nothing but
footprints” — has told me he looks at his watch more often these days, and it’s
always earlier than he thought; but when he was young, he noted, it had always
been later (he’s had the same watch since high school). When I complained of
my aging to his geriatrician wife, she gave me a pep talk about how creativity
is unrelated to age. “Just grow,” she advised. Paradoxically, his wife suffers
“Midlife Mirror Angst,” hooked on Estée Lauder’s “Advanced Night Repair” and a
lotion called “Time Delay”. This, even though she’s a card-carrying member of
the Gray Panthers and was hired by a local Madison hospital back when it was
alright to tell someone: “You look your age.”

Despite her paradoxes, she’s a good source of info on aging. “Did you
know that the Nambikwara Indians in Brazil have one word for ‘young and beau-
tiful,’ and another for ‘old and ugly’? We call that gerontophobia.” Verbatim
memory (data retrieval) may decline with age, but gist memory (assembling and
grouping concepts) improves. Employers often fail to see this and axe em-
ployees, or refuse to hire, those they see as ‘tainted by experience’. Awful!”

I confided that some of our school admin-types believed such. “They’ve
failed to see that my ability to juggle textual fragments, and make interesting
interconnections in my lectures, is becoming easier, more fruitful. Okay, yah, my
ability to recall what I did ten minutes ago is diminishing.”

She claimed nursing homes are trying be more PC, banning the term
“colostomy rock” often used by visiting grandkids to refer to music by elder
bands, like Mick Jagger’s and Paul McCartney’s. Recommended reading Muriel
Spark’s quirky novel Memento Mori and a Postmodern spoof of same, Uno
Momento, Morrie by a Jewish author she can’t recall. Both feature an Inspector
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Mortimer whose favorite phrase is “And but so now,” and who tries to find out
who is plaguing elderly characters with anonymous phone calls in which the
offender only ever says the same solitary sentence: “Remember, you must DIE!”

Upon hearing this, a memory popped its vapor in me: a scene from a
WWII flick with John Garfield playing a Marine in a machine gun nest on a South
Pacific island repelling a Japanese banzai attack. “The Japs” are psyching out the
Leather Necks with screams of “Mahreen yoo, die! Mahreen, yoo die!” Then a
hand-grenade blast blinds Garfield and the story unfolds on U.S. shores.

To Ichiō’s wife I suggested, in proper medical terminology, that those
calls may have their authorial aetiology in that war movie. I tell her about a
casamentero, a broker of sorts, bud of mine, Dal Johnson. “He’s an immense
mosaic of a guy with studiously maintained stubble, composed of discrete private
investigatorial skills coupled with the imagination of a mystery writer who puts
confusing mish-mash ship-shape. To him everything is ‘Yeppers!’ and never ‘No
can do.’ Too bad Muriel Spark didn’t know Dal or his fictional PI, Blurt Wild-
braine. Would’ve been good models for her Inspector Mortimer, me thinks.”

*          *

Editor’s gloss: Hy, Self-Taught Man, leads with his pawn and bishop, provoking reader
response. During our first chess match, he opened with the Ruy Lopez, I countered with
my own variation on the Knights of Cabiria defense, and lost. Hy told me I have a heart
of gold, but a head of cotton candy, this from a guy with a hyperactive inner barometer
and subject to meteorological hysteria! Dallas, our PI bud witnessed my humiliation.

Ichiō, Hy’s widow, and I all agreed this unnumbered section was meant as Hy’s
opening gambit, foretelling key themes — the weather (as medium, media, and mental
state), snapshots, language play, aging and death (which ageist Chad figures as “sailing
on the doomed ship Bingo-Maru”) — and introduces the reader to the author’s friends.
Hy’s interest in snapshots and Polaroid cameras are broached and is particularly pertinent
as a reaction to our digital age: analogue snapshots of yore are gaining aura as material
objects. Photo-historian Geoffrey Batchen, in “Snapshots: Art History and the Ethno-
graphic Turn,” sees that our post-industrial nostalgic response to them in part lay “not
of the subjects it depicts, but of its own operation as a system of representation.”

But how to “take” Hy’s revelations here? Autobiographical fact? Near-fiction?
What? Interviewed about his wacky first novel about a guy with hyperhearing, he went
on record: “If I had not warped material, I would’ve felt it to be wholly useless to open
my authorial mouth, hear?” Dallas advised we read Hy’s material in the context of his
“delusional thinking” as raised by his therapist, Elske Erfaren. Dallas, a fan of Philip K.
Dick’s sci-fi, advised we read Robert Heinlein’s, “They”: “Dude, it may pertain heaps to
Hy’s case ’n possible Felo de se” — Latin for "felon of himself," an archaic legal term
for suicide that Dallas loved to work into his Blurt Wildbraine mystery stories.

*          *          *
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